In this edition, I want to talk with you about your membership in the Appellate Practice Section. For those of you who are reading this message, but who might not regularly attend the Section’s committee or Executive Council meetings, please take just a moment to reflect on your membership. Consider what belonging to the Section has done for you and why you should be selling it to your colleagues. My goal is for all of our members to feel proud to be a part of the Section and, as a result of that, to be eager to encourage others to join.

If you do not think Section membership has benefitted you—and if we are being honest, there are probably a few of you out there with that thought—we need to work on changing that. So let’s talk about the benefits of membership. The Section offers many benefits (and many reasons to promote the Section to other lawyers), but because I am limited to about 500 words here, I’ll try to cover a few of the big ones:

1. **Great CLEs.** Every Bar section puts on CLEs, it’s true. But the Appellate Section does it better than most, with top-notch programming every year. For those of you who are aiming for board certification, you can obtain all of the advanced CLE credits that you need just through our Section. And for those of you who are looking for a time-efficient way to gain credits and exposure to important appellate issues, the Section offers telephone CLEs, which are a wonderful members-only benefit. The telephone CLEs are refreshingly relaxed and candid, and their informal nature allows for easy question and answer sessions. Even better, these CLEs are very inexpensive: you can, over the course of the year, earn ten credit hours for less than the cost of most eight-hour CLE courses.

2. **A Chance to Really Get Involved.** The Appellate Practice Section is one of the only Bar sections where you can raise your hand, say you are interested in contributing, and find yourself in charge of a substantial project within a month or two. All you have to do is ask. And once you take on this higher level of responsibility, you will find that you are provided with invaluable networking opportunities (and the chance to meet and work with an all-around great group of people). Ultimately, being involved is not just good for the Section; it is good for your law practice.

3. **You Can Publish.** Publishing is another way you can easily become involved. The Section offers many opportunities to publish and welcomes submissions from everyone. The Section’s publications offer important, timely information on a variety of appellate topics and are a tremendous resource for all of the Section’s members. And, in terms of personal benefit, publishing is good for you and your career. Again, all you have to do is raise your hand.

I’ll leave you with a final note that is clichéd, but also true: what you get out of the Section largely depends on what you want to put into it. I hope you decide to take advantage of the Section’s opportunities. If you do, I promise that you will reap the benefits.
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS (SOME CONTROVERSIAL) TO THE FEDERAL RULES OF APPELLATE PROCEDURE

By Dorothy F. Easley

With the exception of the United States Supreme Court, the Rules Enabling Act, 28 U.S.C. §§ 2071–2077 establishes the process by which the federal rules are made for all federal courts, including all circuit courts of appeals. One of the greatest features of the process is that federal judicial rulemaking is transparent and intentionally designed for public participation. These comments to proposed federal rule amendments are often from bar associations, judges, practitioners, and law professors, but can also come from the general public. The judicial rulemaking process allows for participation by the public, even at open Standing Committee and advisory committee meetings, subject to some exceptions where public meetings may impede the process, with the publication of all proposed rule amendments and a generous amount of time to submit written comments. There is even the opportunity to submit testimony at public hearings. These comments to proposed federal rule amendments are taken very seriously. Based on comments from the bench, bar, and general public, the advisory committee may then choose to discard, revise, or transmit the amendment as contemplated to the Standing Committee.

Against that backdrop, below are some proposed amendments to the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure to which comments have been invited. One proposed amendment concerns Rule 4(c), Fed. R. App. P., on inmate filings, with the Committee Notes explaining that the proposed revision to Rule 4(c)(1) is to offer an alternative way for inmates to establish timely filing, to “streamline and clarify” the inmate-filing rule’s operation, and “that a notice is timely if it is accompanied by a declaration or notarized statement stating the date the notice was deposited in the institution’s mail system and attesting to the prepayment of first-class postage.” Amendment to Rule 25(a)(2)(C), concerning filing methods and timeliness, is also proposed to address those inmate-filing revisions in Rule 4. With these amendments, the filing date would be the date on which “the inmate deposited the document in the institution’s mail system rather than the date the court received the document.”

Amendment to Rule 4 is also being proposed to address what is meant by “timely” tolling motions, to resolve a split among the circuit courts of appeals regarding whether a motion filed outside the Fed. R. Civ. P. 50, 52, or 59 deadlines, which are non-extendable, still qualifies under Rule 4, Fed. R. App. P., as “timely” where the district court ordered in error an extension of the deadline to file such a motion.

There is also a proposed amendment to Rule 29, Fed. R. App. P., concerning amicus filings in connection with rehearing. The Rule 29 amendments would not require a circuit to accept amicus briefs, but would renumber Rule 29 as Rule 29(a) and add a new Rule 29(b) to establish guidelines and default rules for the treatment of amicus filings concerning rehearing petitions. An amendment is also proposed for Rule 26(c), Fed. R. App. P., and the “three-day rule” in the context of electronic service (catching up with the e-technology, in other words).

The above proposed amendments are clarifying and helpful.

Now, to the more controversial. There are also some proposed amendments to the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure that convert page limits to word count limits, to be consistent with other appellate rules on word count limits, and to further reduce word count limits, for documents created on a computer, in Rules 5 (Appeals by Permission), 21
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It was a hot, sticky June afternoon outside, but inside the Tallahassee Room at the Gaylord Palms in Orlando, Florida, the Justices of the Florida Supreme Court kept their cool despite an intense interrogation by the Appellate Practice Section of the Florida Bar. And by “intense interrogation” I mean an informative and delightful question and answer session following the final rounds of the Orseck Memorial Moot Court Competition. Per usual, questions were gathered from the Appellate Practice Section in advance, and this year’s session was deftly facilitated by Appellate Practice Section Chair-Elect Christopher Carlyle.

After a brief discussion of the U.S. Men’s National Team’s World Cup performance, Mr. Carlyle began by querying the Justices as to their favorite and least favorite tasks. Justice Quince indicated her favorite task was swearing in new lawyers and seeing the fresh energy they brought to the profession. Justice Lewis and Justice Canady expressed enjoyment with respect to writing opinions and Justice Canady drew a laugh when he quipped that this was especially so when writing as part of the majority. Justice Perry and current Chief Justice Labarga both mentioned that getting out into the community and engaging with other judges, lawyers, and the public in general is a favorite activity.

Then-Chief Justice Polston shared that his least favorite role activity was disciplining other judges, while Justice Pariente indicated it was the possibility for negative repercussions following unpopular decisions. Chief Justice Labarga then remarked that there were “so many tentacles” to each Justice’s role—working on rules and jury instructions, bar disciplinary proceedings, and generally overseeing Florida’s 992 judges. With respect to bar disciplinary proceedings, Mr. Carlyle asked whether the Justices felt public reprimand was an effective sanction for judges or lawyers and Justice Pariente opined that such reprimands were very powerful sanctions.

Mr. Carlyle then guided the conversation to a more practice-oriented focus, asking the Justices what one should avoid doing at oral argument. All agreed that practitioners should answer the questions asked directly—yes or no—rather than avoiding the question or providing a rambling answer. The Court also indicated that attorneys should make every effort not to speak over the Justices. And in response to a follow up by Mr. Carlyle, several Justices admitted that attorneys can, and in fact had, filed documents following oral argument to correct these misrepresentations.

Keeping the focus on oral argument, Mr. Carlyle then inquired how much of an impact oral argument had on the Court’s final decision. Justice Canady responded that oral argument usually just served to confirm his general inclination about a case, though sometimes it did bring certain facts into focus. He also admitted that he had seen cases both won and lost at oral argument. Justice Quince, however, confirmed that briefs were still one of the most significant tools used by the Court in reaching a decision, recommending that attorneys write in order to bring clarity to the issues before the Court.

On that note, the Justices indicated that it was time to announce the winners of the Orseck Competition and the conversation ended. The discussion with the Court was enjoyable, with the Justices taking the time to share their knowledge and experience with everyone in attendance in a casual and open forum. We are, as always, grateful for their time and willingness to share.

Mr. Lambert is an appellate attorney with Zinzow Law (www.zinzowlaw.com), which also provides legal services to the construction and real estate industries.
“I Want Candy” was this year’s theme for the Appellate Practice Section’s Dessert Reception held during The 2014 Florida Bar Convention at the Gaylord Palms Hotel in Orlando. Over 150 people attended the event.

The reception featured over a dozen different desserts – from mud pies, creamsicle dessert cups, cake pops, to an 80’s themed layer cake. The room was decorated with blasts from the past. Slap Bracelets, Rubik’s Cubes, glow sticks, and other glitz filled the centerpieces.

For those who came to the reception to get their candy fix, there was no shortage of gummy bears, sour gummy worms, Pixie Sticks, Milk Duds, Sugar Daddy Caramel Pops, Airheads, and Pop Rocks.

A disc jockey played songs from the 80’s as the guests entered the room and headed to the candy bar for their sugar fix. Images from our favorite 80’s movies and television shows were screened on the back of the dance floor wall. While members danced the night away, in between the sugar rush and the blast from the past, the Appellate Practice Section recognized two of its members for their extraordinary accomplishments in the field of appellate practice.

John R. Hamilton of the firm Foley & Lardner, LLP, in Orlando, Florida, received the Adkins Award. The Adkins Award is given to a member of the Florida Bar who has made significant contribution to the field of appellate practice in Florida. Mr. Hamilton has been instrumental in effectuating rule changes to the Florida Rules of Appellate Procedure. Mr. Hamilton is also a partner at the firm of Foley & Lardner, LLP. William Van Nortwick, Jr., a judge on the First District Court of Appeal in Tallahassee, Florida, received this year’s Pro Bono Award. The Pro Bono Award is bestowed upon a member of the Appellate Practice Section who has devoted significant pro bono efforts in appellate matters.

The Appellate Practice Section would like to thank its sponsors for making this reception possible. The Section also thanks Programs Chair, Robin Bresky and Vice Chair, Kimberly Kanoff Berman, for organizing this night to remember.
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Thank You,
Annual Dessert Reception Sponsors!
The Florida Bar Young Lawyers Division hosted the annual Robert Orseck Memorial Moot Court Competition in conjunction with the Florida Bar 2014 Annual Convention in Orlando. For the first time this competition featured all twelve law schools in Florida. The final round of the competition was conducted in conjunction with the Section’s presentation of its Discussion with the Florida Supreme Court.

Four teams advanced to the semifinal rounds: Stetson, FAMU, University of Miami and Barry. The Best Brief Award was presented to Stetson students Jeremy Bailie, Anisha Patel and Nick Sellars. The Best Oralist from the preliminary round was presented to Sterling Spencer from Florida Coastal School of Law. Stetson University School of Law, coached by Brooke Bowman, and University of Miami School of Law, coached by Harvey Sepler, squared off in the final round of the competition. The final round was judged by all seven justices from the Florida Supreme Court. Facing tough questions from the panel of justices, the two teams skillfully advanced their arguments before an audience of practitioners, judges and fellow competitors. University of Miami students Leah Aaronson and Daniel Ferrante emerged victorious. The runners-up were Stetson students Jeremy Bailie and Nick Sellars. The award for best oralist in the final round was presented to University of Miami student Leah Aaronson.

Congratulations to all of the participants, winners and coaches on a job well done!
Jay Yagoda, Stephanie Varela, Chief Justice Jorge Labarga, and Zulma Labarga attend the annual Judicial Luncheon held during the Florida Bar Convention.
if presented for the first time in the reply brief.\textsuperscript{17}

Added to the above concern is the general view that federal appellate courts—like state appellate courts—disfavor motions to exceed page limits and what is often referred to as the "brief bloat" trend. Consider the January 9, 2012 "Standing Order Regarding Motions to Exceed Page Limitations of the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure" that the full United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit issued, which explicitly warns that motions to exceed page limits or word counts are "strongly disfavored" absent demonstration of "extraordinary circumstances".\textsuperscript{18} Of the 12 Circuits surveyed, 9 Circuits reported that they 'rarely' or 'almost never' grant motions to exceed the page or word limits.\textsuperscript{19}

The Hon. Judge Joel Dubina, former Chief Judge and a current Senior Judge of the United States Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit, has observed that, under the current word limits, in the Eleventh Circuit, only "a small percentage of lawyers file motions to exceed the page limitations, which are almost always denied" and that "Eleventh Circuit Rule 28-1 explicitly states 'that [the Eleventh Circuit] looks with disfavor upon motions to exceed the page limitation and will only grant such a motion for extraordinary and compelling reasons.'"\textsuperscript{20}

But significant about the Third Circuit's Standing Order is that it notes statistics that, even under the current word count limits motions to exceed the page/word limitations for briefs are filed in approximately twenty-five percent of cases on appeal, and seventy-one percent of those motions seek to exceed the page/word limitations by more than twenty percent".\textsuperscript{21} Experienced appellate practitioners recognize that lengthy, shotgun-issue briefs are ineffective and do not serve their clients, but\textsuperscript{22} twenty-five percent of practitioners in the Third Circuit are already seeking to exceed page and word count limit under the current limits, presumably in part to ensure adequate appellate briefing.

Judge Dubina adds that "[a]lthough not one excess word should be used, the writer should not make the brief so short as to be incomplete and inadequate. Lawyers need to explain their reasons sufficiently so that the court can follow what they are trying to say. A brief that omits steps and reasoning essential to understanding will fail to serve its purpose."\textsuperscript{23} These statistics and judicial observations suggest that the existing word count limits are already balanced and that further reductions in word count may not aid the appellate process.

Meaning, with reductions in court funding, including reductions in support staff, and judges expected to carry the heaviest of case loads, reductions in word count could backfire and increase work load. That is, while an experienced appellate practitioner has a strong sense of the issues that are worthy of advancing on appeal and labors many hours editing the brief down to hone those issues and discard the rest, it is also true that appellate courts sometimes adjudicate based on an issue that the practitioner had considered to be minor, but included in an abundance of caution to protect the client’s appellate rights.

The above statistics and advice from appellate judges suggest, therefore, that the proposed reductions in word count, coupled with strict appellate issue preservation requirements and motions to exceed word count granted in only the rarest of cases, may present a more onerous burden in appeals, with the most adverse effects on criminal appeals, where preservation can affect later collateral proceedings.

To be sure, page and word limits aid appellate advocacy. Having to "[w]rite succinctly forces the lawyer to think with precision by focusing on what he or she is trying to say."\textsuperscript{24} But reductions in word count in appellate briefs and petitions may not aid appellate advocacy in the context of protecting all of the client’s appellate rights during the appeal. Again returning to Judge Dubina’s wisdom: "the brief is the single most important aspect of appellate advocacy. Indeed, I suspect that in the future, as the
court's caseload continues to climb more and more cases will be decided without oral argument. Consequently, the brief will be even more significant.24 Word count reductions may actually increase the appellate court's labor in understanding the issues on appeal if they are insufficiently developed in the briefs because of word count limits. The law is being decided at ever increasing rates and, as society and business grow more complex, the law grows more complex.

Anyone wishing to provide comments on the proposed amendments to the appellate rules, whether favorable, adverse, or otherwise, must submit them electronically by following the instructions at: http://www.uscourts.gov/rulesandpolicies/rules/proposed-amendments.aspx. Or those wishing to comment may do so by visiting “regulations.gov, Your Voice in Federal Decision-Making”, and proceeding to this direct link: http://www.regulations.gov/#/docketDetail;D=USC-RULES-AP-2014-0002. All comments must be submitted no later than Tuesday, February 17, 2015. All comments will be made a part of the official record and available to the public.
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